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Notes & URLs for this presentation can be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide show on 
granneman.com 

» at files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/
Markdown.txt

http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/Markdown.txt
http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/Markdown.txt
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Pre-
Processors



What’s a preprocessor? 

A program that processes input data & produces output 
that is then used as input to another program 

Input � Preprocessor � Output/Input � Program



Input Markdown-formatted file

� �

Preprocessor Markdown converter

� �

Output/Input HTML

� �

Program Browser rendering engine



Common pre-processors

Markdown, Textile, & AsciiDoc � HTML

TypeScript � JavaScript

Sass, Less, & PostCSS � CSS



Background



Markdown was 2 things 

1. Lightweight markup language with simple syntax 
2. Perl script that converts Markdown to HTML



Created by John Gruber & Aaron Swartz ~2004



John Gruber on Markdown: “The overriding design 
goal for Markdown’s formatting syntax is to make it as 
readable as possible. [A] Markdown-formatted 
document should be publishable as-is, as plain text, 
without looking like it’s been marked up with tags or 
formatting instructions. … [T]he single biggest source 
of inspiration for Markdown’s syntax is the format of 
plain text email.”



Degrees of formatted text

Informal Plain text TXT

Informal markup Markdown

Formal markup HTML, XML

Formal Binary Word



Exploded in popularity 
in the last few years 

12 million results in 
March 2015 

29 million results as of 
July 2020



Exploded in popularity 
in the last few years 

12 million results in 
March 2015 

29 million results as of 
July 2020



Cross-platform



Growth in mobile devices 

Limitations of mobile devices + need to deal with 
formatted documents in a cross-platform way



Use on nerd-centric sites 

» GitHub 
» GitLab 
» Bitbucket 
» Stack Exchange 
» OpenStreetMap 
» SourceForge 
» Discourse 
» Reddit 
» & many more



Basic Syntax



Paragraph 

Blank lines before & after



 Markdown  Rendered Web 



<p>The older matters which had made the sculptor’s dream and bas-relief so significant to 
my uncle formed the subject of the second half of his long manuscript. Once before, it 
appears, Professor Angell had seen the hellish outlines of the nameless monstrosity, puzzled 
over the unknown hieroglyphics, and heard the ominous syllables which can be rendered 
only as “Cthulhu”; and all this in so stirring and horrible a connexion that it is small wonder 
he pursued young Wilcox with queries and demands for data.</p> 

<p>The earlier experience had come in 1908, seventeen years before, when the American 
Archaeological Society held its annual meeting in St. Louis. Professor Angell, as befitted one 
of his authority and attainments, had had a prominent part in all the deliberations; and was 
one of the first to be approached by the several outsiders who took advantage of the 
convocation to oûer questions for correct answering and problems for expert solution.</p> 

<p>The chief of these outsiders, and in a short time the focus of interest for the entire 
meeting, was a commonplace-looking middle-aged man who had travelled all the way from 
New Orleans for certain special information unobtainable from any local source. His name 
was John Raymond Legrasse, and he was by profession an Inspector of Police. With him he 
bore the subject of his visit, a grotesque, repulsive, and apparently very ancient stone 
statuette whose origin he was at a loss to determine.</p>



Line Break 

End a line with 2 or more spaces 

598 Angell Street'' 
Providence, Rhode Island





<h2>On Receiving a Picture of Swans, by H.P. Lovecraft</h2> 

<p>With pensive grace the melancholy Swan<br> 
Mourns o’er the tomb of luckless Phaëton;<br> 
On grassy banks the weeping poplars wave,<br> 
And guard with tender care the wat’ry grave.<br> 
Would that I might, should I too proudly claim<br> 
An Heav’nly parent, or a Godlike fame,<br> 
When flown too high, and dash’d to depths below,<br> 
Receive such tribute as a Cygnus’ woe!<br> 
The faithful bird, that dumbly floats along,<br> 
Sighs all the deeper for his want of song.</p> 



Headings 

Preface with #, ##, ###, ####, #####, or ###### 

OR 

Underline with = for Heading 1 
Underline with - for Heading 2





<h1>H.P. Lovecraft’s “The Call of Cthulhu”</h1> 

<p>(Found Among the Papers of the Late Francis Wayland Thurston, of Boston)</p> 

<h2>I. The Horror in Clay.</h2> 

<p>The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human mind to 
correlate all its contents.</p> 

<h2>II. The Tale of Inspector Legrasse.</h2> 

<p>The older matters which had made the sculptor’s dream and bas-relief so significant 
to my uncle formed the subject of the second half of his long manuscript.</p> 

<h2>III. The Madness from the Sea.</h2> 

<p>If heaven ever wishes to grant me a boon, it will be a total eûacing of the results of a 
mere chance which fixed my eye on a certain stray piece of shelf-paper.</p>



Blockquotes 

Preface each line with >





<p>From H.P. Lovecraft’s <em>The Transition of Juan Romero</em>:</p> 

<blockquote> 
<p>Of the events which took place at the Norton Mine on October 18th 
and 19th, 1894, I have no desire to speak. A sense of duty to science is all 
that impels me to recall, in these last years of my life, scenes and 
happenings fraught with a terror doubly acute because I cannot wholly 
define it. But I believe that before I die I should tell what I know of the—
shall I say transition—of Juan Romero.</p> 

<p>My name and origin need not be related to posterity; in fact, I fancy it 
is better that they should not be, for when a man suddenly migrates to 
the States or the Colonies, he leaves his past behind him.</p> 
</blockquote> 



Bulleted Lists 

Begin line with * or + or - 

Indent 4 spaces or 1 tab for sub-lists





<p>These are some of the best H.P. Lovecraft stories.</p> 

<ul> 
    <li>Cthulhu 
        <ul> 
            <li>The Call of Cthulhu</li> 
            <li>The Dunwich Horror</li> 
            <li>The Whisperer in Darkness</li> 
        </ul></li> 
    <li>Yog-Sothoth 
        <ul> 
            <li>The Case of Charles Dexter Ward</li> 
        </ul></li> 
    <li>Shoggoths 
        <ul> 
            <li>The Shadow over Innsmouth</li> 
            <li>At the Mountains of Madness</li> 
        </ul></li> 
    <li>Nyarlathotep 
        <ul> 
            <li>The Dreams in the Witch House</li> 
            <li>The Rats in the Walls</li> 
        </ul></li> 
</ul>



Numbered Lists 

Begin line with 1. 

Actual order of numbers unimportant, so 1. 1. 1. is 
just as valid as 1. 2. 3. or even 3. 2. 1. 

Indent 4 spaces or 1 tab for sub-list





<h2>H.P. Lovecraft’s stories &amp; their publication years</h2> 

<ol> 
    <li>1927 
        <ol> 
            <li>The Horror at Red Hook</li> 
            <li>The Colour Out of Space</li> 
            <li>Pickman&rsquo;s Model</li> 
        </ol></li> 
    <li>1928 
        <ol> 
            <li>The Call of Cthulhu</li> 
            <li>Cool Air</li> 
        </ol></li> 
    <li>1929 
        <ol> 
            <li>The Silver Key</li> 
            <li>The Dunwich Horror</li> 
        </ol></li> 
</ol>



Inline Code 

Surround code with `backticks`





<h2>Advice for marking up Lovecraft stories</h2> 

<p>The title of the story should be marked up with 
<code>&lt;h2&gt;</code>, &amp; the 
<code>&lt;h3&gt;</code> &amp; 
<code>&lt;h4&gt;</code> may be needed for sections 
&amp; subsections. Use the standard 
<code>&lt;p&gt;</code> as often as needed. The 
<code>&lt;blockquote&gt;</code> will be needed 
every once in a while.</p> 



Code Blocks 

Indent each line with 4 spaces or 1 tab





<h2>CSS for Lovecraft stories</h2> 

<p>Use the following CSS with Lovecraft’s stories.</p> 

<p>First we set the root font size:</p> 

<pre><code>html { 
    font-size: 16px; 
    line-height: 1.6; 
}</code></pre> 

<p>This sets basic styling for the <code>&lt;body&gt;</code>:</p> 

<pre><code>body { 
    font-family: Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif; 
    padding: 1em 1.5em; 
    background-color: white; 
}</code></pre>



Italic 

Surround with *star* or _underscore_ 

Bold 

Surround with **starstar** or _ _underunder_ _





<h2>From H.P. Lovecraft’s “The Statement of Randolph Carter”</h2> 

<p>Again I called down, “Warren, are you there?”, and in answer heard the 
<em>thing</em> which has brought this cloud over my mind. I do not try, 
gentlemen, to account for that thing—that <strong>voice</strong>—nor can 
I venture to describe it in detail, since the first words took away my 
consciousness and created a mental blank which reaches to the time of my 
awakening in the hospital. Shall I say that the voice was deep; hollow; 
gelatinous; remote; unearthly; inhuman; disembodied? What shall I say? It 
was the end of my experience, and is the end of my story. I heard it, and knew 
no more. Heard it as I sat petrified in that unknown cemetery in the hollow, 
amidst the crumbling stones and the falling tombs, the rank vegetation and 
the miasmal vapours. Heard it well up from the innermost depths of that 
damnable open sepulchre as I watched amorphous, necrophagous shadows 
dance beneath an accursed waning moon. And this is what it said: 
<strong><em>“YOU FOOL, WARREN IS DEAD!”</em></strong></p>



Horizontal Rule 

- - - with empty lines above & below 

OR 

---
* * *
*** 
***** 
---------------------------------





<h2>Discarded Draft of H.P. Lovecraft’s “The Shadow over Innsmouth”</h2> 

<p>[p. 17:] The massed eûect of so many elaborate examples was what produced 
my especial feeling of awe and unrest. For somehow or other, these singular 
grotesques and arabesques did not seem to be the product of any earthly 
handiwork—least of all a factory only a stone’s throw away. The patterns and 
traceries all hinted of remote spaces and unimaginable abysses, and the aquatic 
nature of the occasional pictorial items added to the general unearthliness. Some 
of the fabulous monsters filled me with an uncomfortable sense of dark pseudo-
memory which I tried</p> 

<hr> 

<p>[p. 21:] the taint and blasphemy of furtive Innsmouth. He, like me, was a 
normal being outside the pall of decay and normally terrified by it. But because he 
was so inextricably close to the thing, he had been broken in a way that I was not 
yet broken.</p>



Links 

[Link text](URL "Optional Title”)

OR 

Surround URLs & email addresses with < & > 

<http://www.hplhs.org>
<hp@lovecraft.com>





<h2>Recommended H.P. Lovecraft stories</h2> 

<ul> 
    <li><a href="http://www.hplovecraft.com/writings/texts/fiction/
cc.aspx">The Call of Cthulhu</a></li> 
    <li><a href="http://www.hplovecraft.com/writings/texts/fiction/
dh.aspx">The Dunwich Horror</a></li> 
    <li><a href="http://www.hplovecraft.com/writings/texts/fiction/
soi.aspx">The Shadow Over Innsmouth</a></li> 
    <li><a href="http://www.hplovecraft.com/writings/texts/fiction/
mm.aspx">At the Mountains of Madness</a></li> 
    <li><a href="http://www.hplovecraft.com/writings/texts/fiction/
cdw.aspx">The Case of Charles Dexter Ward</a></li> 
</ul> 

<p>For more, contact <a 
href="mailto:scott@granneman.com">scott@granneman.com</a> or visit his website 
at <a href="https://www.granneman.com">https://www.granneman.com</a>.</p>



Images 

![Alt text](URL "Optional Title")







<h2>Portrait of H.P. Lovecraft</h2> 

<p><img src="h-p-lovecraft-by-
truesdell-1934-06.jpg" alt="H.P. Lovecraft in 
1934"><br>

<em>Portrait of H.P. Lovecraft taken by Lucius B. 
Truesdell in June, 1934</em></p>



Commonmark tutorial



Original Markdown does not support 

» Description (definition) lists 
» Tables 
» Attributes & values 
» Subscript & Superscript 
» & many other features 

(But just wait!)



Gruber’s solution: embed HTML in the Markdown 
document





<h2>Gruber’s method for adding tables to Markdown</h2> 

<p>Use HTML tables. Woo.</p> 

<table> 
    <thead> 
        <tr> 
            <th></th> 
            <th>Apple</th> 
            <th>Microsoft</th> 
        </tr> 
    </thead> 
    <tbody> 
        <tr> 
            <th>2011</th> 
            <td>Jobs</td> 
            <td>Ballmer</td> 
        </tr> 
        … 
        <tr> 
            <th>2025</th> 
            <td>Cthulhu</td> 
            <td>Yog-Sothoth</td> 
        </tr> 
    </tbody> 
</table>



Process



Create a file using your favorite text editor or a 
Markdown program 

Enter Markdown & text 

Convert to HTML or other desired output



File extension 

.md (

.markdown (

.mdown (

.mdwn (

.txt 

Actually, it doesn’t really matter



Forks 
& Versions



Gruber stopped updating Markdown in 2004, saying it 
met his needs 

People have requested additions, changes, & 
clarifications, but Gruber refuses)—)his original 
Markdown meets his needs 

The result: forks of Markdown



MultiMarkdown • GitHub Flavored Markdown • PHP 
Markdown Extra • Fountain • kramdown • markdown-
it • CriticMarkup • Pandoc • CommonMark • & many 
more



Various implementations & forks conflict when it comes 
to rendering certain edge cases of Markdown syntax











CommonMark



Written by John MacFarlane, Jeû Atwood, & others 
in C & JavaScript 

Actually two things: 

» a complete, unambiguous specification for Markdown 
» a Markdown parsing & rendering tool with libraries 

that wrap libcmark for Go, Haskell, Ruby, Lua, Perl, 
Python, R, Tcl, Scala, & Node.js







MultiMarkdown



Written by Fletcher Penney in C 

fletcherpenney.net/multimarkdown/

https://fletcherpenney.net/multimarkdown/




Outputs 

» HTML 
» LaTeX 
» OPML 
» OpenDocument XML (OpenOûce & LibreOûce) 
» TextPack 



Adds support for… 

» Definition lists 
» Tables & captions 
» Footnotes 
» Image attributes & captions 
» Metadata 
» Table of Contents 
» TeX support 
» Smart typography 
» File transclusion



Footnotes 

Text[^footnote-label]

Later in file: 

[^footnote-label]: Footnote text goes here







Image attributes 

![Image-Ref][]

Later in file: 

[Image-Ref]: URL "Title" width=100px 
height=100px class=value



Metadata 

% Title of document
% Author
% Date



Table of contents 

{{TOC}} lists all headings, <h1>–<h6> 

{{TOC:2}} lists <h2> headings only 

{{TOC:2-3}} lists <h2>–<h3> headings only 

& so on



File transclusion 

Include the contents of another file inside a Markdown 
document with {{another-file.markdown}} 

The other file’s Markdown will be rendered as well





MultiMarkdown Composer 
Free + $14.99/$29.99 for full features 

MultiMarkdown Converter 
$5





Markdown Extra



Written by Michel Fortin in PHP 

michelf.com/projects/php-markdown/ 

Now also available in Python & Ruby 

Markdown & Markdown Extra



Found in many PHP-based CMSs 

Outputs HTML



Adds support for… 

» Markdown inside HTML blocks 
» Fenced code blocks 
» Special attributes on headers, fenced code blocks, 

links, & images 
» Tables 
» Definition lists 
» Footnotes 
» Diûering ordered list numbers 
» Backslash escapes for : & |



Markdown inside HTML blocks with markdown="1" 

<div markdown="1">
  *Emphasize* this.
</div> 

Why?



<div>
  *Emphasize* this.
</div> 

renders as… 

*Emphasize* this. 

The Markdown is not 
recognized as Markdown, 
& is not rendered as HTML

<div markdown="1">
  *Emphasize* this.
</div> 

renders as… 

Emphasize this. 

The Markdown is 
recognized as Markdown, 
& is rendered as HTML

� �



Fenced Code Blocks 

Surround lines of code with either ``` or ~~~ 

Must match: if you use ```, end with ```



<h2>CSS for Lovecraft 
stories</h2>

<pre><code>html {
  font-size: 16px;
  line-height: 1.6;
}</code></pre>



Special attributes on headers, fenced code blocks, links, 
& images



## The Call of Cthulhu {.hpl-title}

� 

<h2 class="hpl-title">The Call of Cthuhu</h2>



If you put the language of the code after the ~~~, you 
may get syntax highlighting 

~~~ scss

Some languages are apacheconf, bash (sh), c, c++ 
(cpp), css, diff, go, html, java, javascript (js or 
json), makefile, markdown, objc, perl, php, python 
(py), r, ruby, sass (scss), sql, swift, vim, xml



<h2>CSS for Lovecraft stories</h2>

<pre><code class="language-css">html {
  font-size: 16px;
  line-height: 1.6;
}</code></pre>



Attributes for links & images 

[link](url){.class}

![img](url){.class}



Read *[The Call of 
Cthulhu][cthulhu-
story]*

[cthulhu-story]: 
http://
www.hplovecraft.com/
writings/texts/
fiction/cc.aspx "The 
main Cthulhu 
story" {.hpl-story}

<p>Read <em><a 
href="http://
www.hplovecraft.com/
writings/texts/fiction/
cc.aspx" class="hpl-
story" title="The main 
Cthulhu story">The 
Call of Cthulhu</a></
em></p>



GitHub Flavored 
Markdown



Based on CommonMark library written in C with 
additions by GitHub developers 

github.com/github/cmark-gfm

https://github.com/github/cmark-gfm


Outputs HTML



Adds support for… 

» Tables 
» Task lists 
» Autolinks 
» Filtered HTML elements; e.g., <title>, <textarea>, 
<style>, <script> 

» Fenced code blocks 
» Strikethrough 
» Superscripts & Subscripts 
» TeX & LaTeX math



Task lists 

Made up of the following: 

» Unordered (*, +, or -) or ordered (1. ) list item marker 
» Square brackets ([ & ]) 
» Either ' (unchecked) or x (checked) inside brackets 

Examples: * [ ] or + [x] or 1. [x] 

Can be nested, just like other Markdown lists



To read:

- [x] The Call of 
Cthulhu
- [x] At the Mountains 
of Madnesss
- [x] The Shadow Over 
Innsmouth
- [ ] The Statement of 
Randolph Carter
- [ ] The Colour out 
of Space



Strikethrough 

--Text to strike--



<p>I have but <s>your</s> 
one life to give for my 
country.</p>



Superscript 

mc^2^

Subscript 

H-2-O



<p>My favorite equation 
is e=mc<sup>2</sup>.</p>

<p>My favorite drink is 
H<sub>2</sub>O.</p>



Pandoc

���



Written by John MacFarlane in Haskell 

Run via the command line 

johnmacfarlane.net/pandoc/README.html





Outputs 

HTML, LaTeX, ConTeXt, Markdown, OPML, 
OpenDocument XML, ODT, Textile, reStructuredText, 
RTF, DocBook, Texinfo, Groû man, MediaWiki, Emacs 
org-mode, EPUB, Slidy, S5



Pandoc can convert 31 input formats into 49 output 
formats 

31 × 49 = 1,519 transformations!



Pandoc has its own set of features, but it can also 
support:   

» markdown.pl, Gruber’s basic Markdown  
» MultiMarkdown  
» PHP Markdown Extra 
» GitHub-Flavored Markdown 
» CommonMark 

Note that your choice of Markdown variant aûects 
which features you can use



Adds support for… 

» Headers get automatic ID 
» Diûering ordered list numbers 
» Fenced Code Blocks 
» Tables 
» Footnotes 
» Strikethrough 
» Superscripts & subscripts 
» Metadata 
» Bibliographies 
» Templating 
» TeX



Diûering list numbers 

1. List item
  A. Sub-list item
  B. Sub-list item
    1) Sub-sub-list item
    2) Sub-sub-list item
2. List item



Tables (in this case, pipe tables) 

| Right Align | Left Align | Default Align | Center Align |
|------------:|------------|---------------|:------------:|
| 123         | 123        | 123           | 123          |
| 12          | 12         | 12            | 12           |
| 1           | 1          | 1             | 1            |
| Cthulhu     | Cthulhu    | Cthulhu       | Cthulhu      |



www.tablesgenerator.com

http://www.tablesgenerator.com


Pandoc is a command line program (although there are 
GUIs that use it)



Markdown � HTML 

pandoc -f markdown -t html5 foo.md
pandoc --from=markdown --to=html5 foo.md
pandoc -o foo.html foo.md

-f or --from specifies the format of the original file 
-t or --to specifies the format of the output file 
-o or --output= specifies the output file



Markdown � Standalone HTML document 

pandoc -s -o foo.html foo.md

-s or --standalone specifies that you want to generate 
a complete HTML document



Markdown � Standalone HTML document, with table 
of contents 

pandoc --toc -s -o foo.html foo.md

--toc or --table-of-contents generates a table of 
contents in the output file 

Requires use of -s/--standalone



Markdown � ODT 

pandoc -o foo.odt foo.md



Markdown � EPUB 

pandoc -o foo.epub foo.md



Markdown � PDF 

pandoc -o foo.pdf foo.md

To work, you need LaTeX installed



Compare & Contrast



MMD Extra GFM Pandoc

Fenced code blocks 7 7 7 7

File transclusion 7 7

Footnotes 7 7 7

Tables 7 7 7 7

Task lists 7 7

Table of Contents 7 7



MMD Extra GFM Pandoc

Fenced code attributes 7 7

Heading attributes 7 7

Image attributes 7 7 7

Link attributes 7 7 7



MMD Extra GFM Pandoc

Markdown in HTML 7 7

Metadata 7 7

<ol> numbering 7 7

Strikethrough 7 7

Super- & subscripts 7 7 7



Tests



Markdown: Dingus 

daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/dingus 

Markdown ³ HTML









Try Pandoc! 

johnmacfarlane.net/pandoc/try



Convert From Convert To







Software



Good Features



Live Preview (the smarter the better) 

Formatting changes according to markup 

Multi-platform 

Customizable themes & CSS 

Key commands 

Easy export to several formats





Visual Studio Code



Visual Studio Code comes with excellent built-in 
support for Markdown







Or search for pandoc parser







Vim





MacDown



MacDown 

macdown.uranusjr.com 

Free (& open source!) 

Mostly supports Gruber’s Markdown & actively 
developed

http://macdown.uranusjr.com




Actually, you can use any text editor, such as …



Sublime Text



Sublime Text 

Fully supports Markdown & MultiMarkdown (& 
everything else!) 

Markdown Extended, MarkdownEditing, & other 
packages add a lot 

Sublime Text runs on OS X, Windows, & Linux 

$80





Marked 2



Type Markdown in any editor (I use Sublime Text, for 
instance) & then drag the file onto Marked for a real-
time preview of the rendered Markdown 

It does that & far more — it’s an excellent tool!













Marked 

marked2app.com 

$13.99 in the Mac App Store 

“Markdown Preview for any text editor”





MarkdownPad



MarkdownPad 

markdownpad.com 

Free, or $15 gets you no usage restrictions, support for 
GitHub Flavored Markdown & Markdown Extra, & 
many other features





Markdown Monster



Markdown Monster 

markdownmonster.west-wind.com 

$49 but free to try with nagware 

Very full-featured & constantly improved

http://markdownmonster.west-wind.com


Syntax-colored Markdown 

Live HTML preview 

Inline spell checking 

Embed images, links, & emoji 

Paste images from Clipboard 

Capture & embed screen shots 

Save to HTML & PDF 

Weblog publishing & editing 

Conversion to HTML 

Editor & preview themes 

Vim & Emacs support 

Conversion via Pandoc 

Template text expansion 

.NET-based scripting









iA Writer



iA Writer 

ia.net/writer 

play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.ia.iawriter 

$8.99 

For smartphones & tablets

https://ia.net/writer
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.ia.iawriter


Cross platform: Android, iOS, macOS, & Windows 

Supports CommonMark













Epsilon Notes



Epsilon Notes 

epsilonexpert.com 

play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.ekartoyev.enotes 

For smartphones & tablets 

Supports CommonMark







Lots of editors that support Markdown available on iOS 

Byword • Bear • iA Writer • 1Writer • Permanote • 
Editorial • Write: Notes & Writing • WriteRoom •  
Textastic • & many more



Textastic



Textastic 

www.textasticapp.com 

iPad & iPhone 

$9.99 in the App Store 

Very full-featured text & code editor with Markdown 
support



Cool features 

» Syntax highlighting for Markdown, MultiMarkdown, 
& 80 other file types! 

» Connect to FTP, SFTP, WebDAV, Google Drive, & 
Dropbox 

» SSH terminal 
» Keys above virtual keyboard for entering code 

symbols 
» Code completion for HTML, CSS, & PHP















1Writer



1Writer 

1writerapp.com 

iPad & iPhone 

$4.99 in the App Store 

Notes & text editor with great Markdown support

http:////1writerapp.com/


Features 

» Inline Markdown preview 
» Word count 
» Insert photo 
» Extra Markdown-centric keyboard row 
» Sync via Dropbox or iCloud Drive



Edit

Preview



�ÿ 
Web





































Markdown 
Integrations





Part of the Jetpack extension built by WordPress 

Free 

jetpack.me/support/markdown/









Add-on built by & supported by Concrete5 developers 

Free 

www.concrete5.org/marketplace/addons/markdown/











Caveat



Markdown is excellent for generating content 

Markdown is not meant, & cannot create, the HTML 
one needs for templates



Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

jans@websanity.com 
websanity.com

mailto:jans@websanity.com


Extras



The following slides contain extra, bonus information 
that I didn’t have time to cover



Integrating 
Markdown





& 70 others







GitHub 

www.github.com
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© 2011 R. Scott Granneman 
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Changelog 

2022-11-18 1.11: Added more sites that use Markdown; 
minor additions to lightweight markup language; added 
Babelmark to Forks & Versions; more info on Visual 
Studio Code; added Web section with StackEdit & 
HackMD; added Others in Software; hid Others; fixed 
arrows



Changelog 

2021-04-12 1.10: Removed some unnecessary phrases; 
better arrows; new screenshots for Textastic; updated 
theme to Granneman 1.7; minor formatting fixes; 
changed styles for key commands so they’re much more 
readable; re-did all screenshots under Tests 

2020-07-26 1.9: Updated screenshots of Tables 
Generator



Changelog 

2020-07-07 1.8: Minor edits; changed pricing on 
Markdown Monster; added new numbers of search 
results on Google; search suggestion for Visual Studio 
Code extension re: Pandoc 

2020-01-31 1.7: Added iA Writer details; hid 
MarkdownX, Ulysses, & Editorial; added Compare & 
Contrast section



Changelog 

2020-01-29 1.6: Added number of transformations for 
Pandoc; minor formatting fixed; fixed OS logos; 
updated iOS logo; added info re: forks; added more info 
& syntax for MultiMarkdown; made all logos the same 
size; added GWriter; updated examples for each fork; 
added Visual Studio Code; more features of Pandoc; 
added Task Lists to GFM; added special attributes to 
Markdown Extra; moved CommonMark 1st in list of 
forks



Changelog 

2018-01-22 1.5: Added Pre-Processors section; changed theme 
to Granneman 1.4; fixed formatting issues; added code 
examples to GitHub (Sundown); added emoji to Pandoc; more 
on iOS editors; added images for MarkdownX; better tables in 
Pre-Processors 

2017-10-30 1.4: New logos for Sublime Text & Textastic; added 
more screenshots of Marked; removed Mou; added Ulysses to 
Mac & iOS; updated iOS logo; changed “Integrating 
Markdown” to “Markdown Integrations”; added “Markdown” & 
“Rendered Web” to 1st Syntax slide; added Caveat



Changelog 

2017-10-26 1.3: Changed theme to Georgia Pro; minor 
formatting fixes; added <URL>; added detail about Marked; 
added Markdown Monster to Windows; added MarkdownX & 
Epsilon Notes to Android; added CommonMark & tutorial; 
added screenshots of websites for MultiMarkdown, PHP 
Markdown Extra, & Pandoc; reorganized Mac software; added 
software screenshot of MultiMarkdown Composer 

2015-03-07 1.2: Added more screenshots & info 

2014-08-08 1.1: Re-did presentation in new format



Licensing of this work 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 
 
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/. 

You are free to: 

» Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format 
» Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially 

Under the following terms: 

Attribution. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. 
You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your 
use. Give credit to: 

Scott Granneman " www.granneman.com " scott@granneman.com 

Share Alike. If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your contributions under 
the same license as the original. 

No additional restrictions. You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others 
from doing anything the license permits. 

Questions? Email scott@granneman.com


